MEASURE GUIDE FOR:
ALUMINUM BLINDS
FAUX WOOD BLINDS
CELLULAR SHADES
ROLLER SHADES
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OUTSIDE MOUNT

INSIDE MOUNT

A

Step A: Measure Width
Not all windows are perfectly
square. Use smallest measured
width. Round down to the nearest
1/8" measurement.

B

DEPTH

A

Step A: Measure Width
Measure the width you want to
cover. If space allows, add 2-3" to
help eliminate light. Round up to
nearest 1/8"

B

Example:
Measure: 33 9/16"
Order At: 33 3/8"

Example:
Measure: 33 9/16"
Order At: 36 1/2"

Step B: Measure Width
Similar to Step A but now round
up to the nearest 1/8"
measurement.

Step B: Measure Width
Same as Step A, but for Height.

Example:
Measure: 64 9/16"
Order At: 64 1/2"
Notes:
- Mounted inside your windows
frame
- 3/4" minimum DEPTH is
required for an Inside Mount

Example:
Measure: 64 9/16"
Order At: 64 1/2" (Frame to Frame)
Order At: 67 1/2" (Outside of Frame)

Notes:
- Mounted on top of your window's
frame or outside of your frame
- No minimum DEPTH requirment
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TOOLS:
- Drill Gun
- 1/8" Drill Bit (used to help not split wood or drill into metal framing)
- Hex Head or Phillips Bit (much easier installation with hex-head that has magnetic tip to
hold the screw)
- Trash Bag

Parts Included:
- Mounting Brackets
- Screws
- Cord Cleat (If not Cordless or Motorized)

Steps:
- Remove your new window treatments from the box
*When using a razor blade be sure to cut the tape around the box and avoid cutting in the
center of the box where your window treatment is located.
- Remove packaging around the window treatment (rubber bands, plastic, bubble wrap)
- Place all packaging in trash bag (keep a tidy space )
- Place window treatment where your labels follow (this is the room location you created
for each product, typically inside or on-top of the head rail)
- Place Brackets in front of window or in a box if you have similar shades through out your
project to help with a good installation flow
- Install Brackets
- Install Window Treatment
- Install Cord Cleat (if corded and for child safety)

Bracket Installation:
Space brackets as to not to interfere with the mechanism inside the head rail. (if the head
rail has a clean surface and you do not see any mechanisms do not worry install brackets
accordingly)
Box Brackets:
Install on the Left Side and Right Side, if Center Bracket is included install in the center;
be sure to avoid and account for any mechanisms in the head rail
Make sure bracket doors are up

